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I’m new to the insurance industry. Well . . .
actually, this is my first job so I guess I’m pretty
much new to every industry. I have a lot of
questions about how things work around here.

I worked in the accounting department of a
manufacturing company in my last job. I know
a bit about how companies operate but I
don’t know anything about insurance or how
insurance companies operate.

I

f you are new to the workplace or new to the insurance industry, you might
not fully understand how an insurance company operates. You may have heard
about underwriters or actuaries, but don’t understand what they do. You might
be uncertain about how all of the different areas in your company work together.
This course explains how life insurance companies operate. You will learn what
insurers do and how they do it. You’ll also see more clearly how your individual
efforts affect your company’s overall performance.
How is an insurance company like any other
company?
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insurance company’s mission is to provide individuals with products that protect
them from financial losses associated with certain risks. Three broad categories of
insurance companies include life insurance companies, health insurance companies, and property and casualty insurance companies. Life insurance companies
primarily issue and sell products that insure against financial losses associated
with the risk of death. When a person covered by life insurance dies, the insurance
benefits can ease the financial burden on the person’s family or business. Common
uses for life insurance benefits include


Paying final expenses or debts



Establishing a cash reserve for the insured person’s survivors



Maintaining a standard of living for the insured person’s survivors



Paying off a mortgage or paying rent



Paying estate and inheritance taxes



Funding a gift to a charitable organization



Helping a business continue operations



Establishing an education fund for the insured person’s children



Providing supplemental retirement income for a surviving spouse

Many life insurance companies also sell annuities. Through the sale of annuities, insurance companies provide another form of financial security. Annuities
can be thought of as the opposite of life insurance. An annuity can protect against
the financial risk of outliving one’s savings or financial resources. Some life insurance companies also sell medical insurance and disability products that provide
benefits to individuals when they are sick or disabled. However, other companies—
health insurance companies—sell only medical insurance or disability products.
Property and casualty insurance companies issue and sell insurance products that
provide financial protection against property damage or theft of personal property.
Property and casualty coverage also protects against the financial consequences of
causing injury to another person or damage to the property of others.
Do you know all of the different types of products your company sells? If not,
you might want to do some research before continuing. Knowing what types of
products your company sells will help you better understand how your company
operates.
Providing financial protection is an important
mission. But, what about profits? Aren’t those
important, too?

Just like any company, insurance companies operate to accomplish a purpose
or a mission. A company’s mission is outlined in its mission statement, a formal
written statement of the company’s fundamental purpose or reason for being. An
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Beyond the
Spreadsheet
Which Benefit Features Really Matter
to Employees?

Figure 9 — Importance of Critical Illness Product Features to Employees
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Wellness benefits, which pay employees a cash
benefit for preventive care visits, are frequently
included as riders on critical illness plans.3 Nearly
two thirds of employees consider these to be
important features, ranking them above most
other “value-added” services. Women, employees
with lower household incomes, and those that
currently have CI coverage are all more likely
to value these benefits. In addition, wellness
offerings tend to be among the most important
features to Gen Z employees, who show a
greater willingness to pay extra for these
benefits.

• Female employees, those with children under age
18, and those who already have CI coverage are
more likely to view many of these conditions as
important.
• Child-only coverages, for conditions such as
cerebral palsy and congenital birth defects,
are the least important to employees overall.
Unsurprisingly, employees who have minor
children are more likely to value this feature.

63%

32%

19%

• The three conditions that are most commonly
associated with critical illness insurance (cancer,
heart attack, and stroke) are also the most
important to employees. Notably, coverage for skin
cancer is seen as less important than coverage for
other cancers.

Wellness Benefits

42%
36%
41%

Critical illness plans vary considerably in terms of
which illnesses and conditions are included in the
schedule of benefits, and it sometimes appears to be
a bit of a competition to have the most triggers. All
conditions are viewed as important by at least half
of employees (Figure 10). However, 53 percent of
employees say they would prefer a lower cost CI policy
that covers fewer types of illnesses. In addition, adding
more triggers increases the complexity of the product,
making it more difficult for employees to understand.
For carriers wishing to simplify their CI plans, employee
preferences can provide guidance on which conditions
to prioritize.

Extremely important

Percent of employees rating the feature 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale.
Names of product features are abbreviated here; they were described to employees in non-technical terms in the survey.

By generation, older employees draw more of a
distinction between their highest and lowest-ranked
product features than younger employees do. This
is partially because young employees tend to assign
more importance to even their least-desired features.
This may be due to life stage differences or to the
fact that older workers, having more experience with
benefits, have a better idea of which benefit attributes
are important to them.

• In general, younger employees show relatively
more interest in child and grandchild coverage,
access to a claim advocate, family lodging
benefits, and travel assistance.
• Older employees, on the other hand, show more
interest in coverage that does not have an age
reduction schedule.

3 U.S. Critical Illness Insurance: Product Profiles, LIMRA, 2015.
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Figure 16 — Planned or Current Source of Income in Retirement
Question: Please indicate which of the following sources of income your household currently receives (if already retired) or expects to receive
during retirement.

Only 4.9 percent of Brazilian workers are not contributing / have not contributed to any employer-sponsored
retirement savings plans (Figure 18). A small proportion are not currently contributing (11.8 percent), but have done
so in the past — the same proportion of workers whose employers do not offer these benefits.
The richest and most developed regions of the country, the South and Southeast, have the highest percentages of
employers not offering a retirement savings plan — likely due to a high level of informality in the labor market. The
Central-West region has the highest rate of workers (79 percent) contributing to any employer-sponsored retirement
savings plan.

Social pension (INSS benefit)
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83.0%

Full/Part-time job earnings
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58.9%

Pension funds

57.5%
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57.4%
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39.6%
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Family member assistance (including children)

31.6%
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Reverse mortgage

23.9%

Figure 18 — Contribution Status During Accumulation Phase of Any Employer-Sponsored Retirement
Savings Plans
Question: Are you currently contributing or have contributed to any employer-sponsored retirement savings plans like an enterprise annuity (or
provident funds)?

No, I am not contributing / have not contributed though it is available
No, my employer does not offer

Almost half of the country’s current workforce has defined benefit (DB) pension
plans, while a third has defined contribution (DC) plans.

Total
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11.8%
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12.1%
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DB plans are still dominant within Brazil’s labor market, while DC plans are starting to close the gap — noticeably in
the North (Figure 17).

Central-West
Northeast
North

Figure 17 — Available Retirement Savings Plans in Accumulation Phase
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Question: Which retirement savings plans are available to you through your current employer, work or profession? Select all that apply.

Clearly, employer sponsored savings plans have a significant role in generating retirement savings. Almost half
(47 percent) of Brazilian household retirement savings are in employer-sponsored plans (Figure 19).

A traditional pension plan or an employer D plan (active or frozen)
A defiined contribution enterprise annuity
Employee Stock Ownershship Plan

Figure 19 — The Importance of Offering Employer-Sponsored Retirement Savings Plans

VGBL and PGBL (private pension plan)

Question: What percent of all of your (both working professionals and retirees) household’s savings for retirement are…
In employer sponsored savings plans
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46%

45%
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Outside employer sponsored savings plans

44%
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Increased longevity, especially in large cities, may
mean a longer span of living alone in later years. This
potential increases the need for care at the end of life
and to finance these years with adequate savings.
However, to achieve a positive outcome for a longer
period of time requires intelligent financial planning.

Figure 11 — Household’s Financial Decision-Maker
Question: How would you describe your role in making financial decisions for your household?
I am the primary decision-maker in my household for financial matters
I share equally the decision-making in my household for financial matters
Someone else makes most of the financial decisions
I'm not involved in financial decisions in my household

Figure 12 — Financial Professionals Are Not Hired to Help With Household Financial Decisions
Question: Does your household typically work with any financial experts to help with your household financial decisions?

North
(I, II, III, IV, and XV)

64%

Central
(V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX)

36%

69%

27.6%

31%

South
(X, XI, XII, and XIV)

62%

38%

Metropolitan Area
of Santiago

62%

38%

29.4%

27.9%

27.6%

Metropolitan Area
of Santiago

Total

16.9%

64%

Total

36%

Children and spouses are the main financial dependents of most Chileans, demonstrating the preeminence of the
nuclear family, especially in the North (Table 5). Across Chile, the incidence of children providing financial support to
parents is double the levels found in Brazil, for example. This phenomenon underlines both the speed of population
aging and the impact of a deficient social security pension system.
Table 5 — Financial Dependency
Question: Which of the following individuals are financially dependent on you?
North
(I, II, III, IV, and XV )

Central
(V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX)

South
(X, XI, XII, and XIV)

Metropolitan Area
of Santiago

Spouse

50.7%

41.4%

29.3%

33.5%

Mother

14.9%

14.5%

7.0%

15.0%

Father

9.2%

4.7%

9.9%

5.2%

54.0%

60.2%

52.1%

58.7%

Spouse’s mother

5.5%

1.1%

0

2.2%

Spouse’s father

2.7%

0.8%

0

0.7%

Siblings (brother/sister)

4.6%

6.8%

7.0%

3.2%

Other

2.3%

3.6%

0

3.4%

None

19.5%

18.4%

23.9%

22.2%

Child/Children

When asked if they worked with financial experts to
help with financial decisions in their homes, almost a
third of Chilean households indicated that they do not
work with any financial professional (Figure 12). The
South region is the only outlier.

North
(I, II, III, IV, and XV)

Central
(V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX)

South
(X, XI, XII, and XIV)

Results represent respondents who answered “no.”

Even though Chile is the fastest aging country in Latin
America, its citizens have one of the lowest rates of
retirement preparedness in the region (Figure 13).
Twenty and one-half percent of Chilean consumers
say they have not taken any initiative on retirement
planning, with the highest percentage (22 percent)
in the most populated region, the Metropolitan Area
of Santiago. The difference in levels of planning is
significant between the Central region / Santiago
and the North / South regions that have much
better percentages.

As noted earlier, almost a third of Chilean consumers
do not approach financial professionals for help
with financial decisions. Hopefully, most households
do, and for those, the preferred type of financial
professionals across regions (and specifically in the
North) are accountants, followed not so closely by
lawyers. It is worth mentioning that accountants scored
first or second in all of the Latin American countries
included in this survey — indicating that consumers
trust accountants to serve their financial interests
much more than financial planners at different types
of financial services firms. Lawyers, insurance agents,
and banks are the group of financial professionals
that comes next in preference by Chilean consumers
(Figure 14).

In the South and Metropolitan Area regions, those
consumers who have taken on retirement planning
activities stated they most frequently determine how
much their income will be (Figure 13). However, they
do make the corollary calculation of future expenses.
Overall, the second-most-taken retirement planning
action overall is calculation of the amount of assets and
investments needed to fund retirement.
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Industry Overview &
Term Life

▲

▲

MODULE 1

ADD NOTES BELOW

Learning Objectives:
•

•
•

•

•

•

Discuss the primary roles of various financial institutions within
the financial services industry.
Identify three ways life insurance companies can be organized.
Describe how the states and the federal government regulate the
insurance industry.
Identify four notable disruptions that are occurring in the life
insurance industry.
Explain how these disruptions present challenges and
opportunities to insurance companies.
Explain the basic features of term life products.

▲

1. Depository institutions – move funds between borrowers and
savers by accepting deposits from and making loans to people and
businesses.
2. Investment institutions – buy and sell securities, such as stocks,
bonds, and mutual fund shares in financial markets.
3. Insurance institutions – companies that enter into insurance contracts
to accept risk and make a promise to pay a benefit if a covered loss
occurs.
Type of Institution

Primary Role

Depository Institutions

manage

Investment Institutions

invest

Insurance Institutions

?

▲

The Financial Services Industry

Basic Definitions
 Life Insurance: A contract that pays a benefit if insured dies while the

policy is in force. It protects against dying too soon
 Annuity: A contract under which the insurer promises to make a

series of benefit payments. It protects against living too long
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